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Request for Proposal
Master Custodian and Securities Lending Services
State of Oklahoma Commissioners of the Land Office (“CLO”) November 18, 2022

APPENDIX I: QUESTIONNAIRE EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Please provide a summary of your qualifications identifying key areas of differentiation and why your
firm is best positioned to provide the scope of services identified by the CLO in this RFP. In this executive summary affirm your ability to meet all scope of service elements.

ORGANIZATION AND BACKGROUND

A.1 Organization

Provide a brief organizational history.

	Summarize your current initiatives and business plans relative to your commitment to the master trust/custody industry.


	Summarize your commitment to the State of Oklahoma. 


	Summarize your ability to provide timely customer service to the CLO including your availability for questions via telephone or email, teleconferences, and meetings at CLO offices.


	Discuss any significant alliances or joint ventures currently in place or which may have been in place in the most recent 5 calendar years.


	What percentage of the bank’s revenue comes from Master Trust/Master Custody services?


	What is the bank’s commitment to Master Trust/Master Custody relationships? Summarize your business plan for Master Trust/Master Custody services for the next three years.


	Identify the number of US Institutional trust/custody accounts gained or lost as specified for the periods listed below. Report corresponding market values in US $ millions as of initiation date for accounts gained and as of termination date for accounts lost.


US INSTITUTIONAL TRUST/CUSTODY ACCOUNTS

Gained
Lost
Calendar Year
Accounts
Value
Accounts
Value
2018




2019




2020




2021




9/30/2022






	Please provide the name, asset size, contact person, and telephone number of three existing clients whom we may contact for references. The funds should be of similar size, complexity, and portfolio composition as our fund. (Please note: while reference listings are required, they will not be contacted unless your firm is selected as a finalist)


	Please provide at least 3 (three) references of a former client. (Please note: while reference listings are required, they will not be contacted unless your firm is selected as a finalist).


	Describe the various types of insurance coverage and indemnifications provided to protect custody clients, including:
	Risks covered

Carriers
Levels
Limits
Deductibles

	Provide an organizational summary of the following details
	Corporate Assets as of 9/30/2022

Current S&P Short Term/Long Term Debt Ratings
Current Moodys Short Term/Long Term Debt Ratings
Current Fitch Short Term/Long Term Debt Ratings
Capital Adequacy Ratios as of 9/30/2022:
	Tier 1 Capital Ratio

Total Capital Ratio

	Has your firm been the subject of any litigation regarding custodial trust services or any regulatory sanctions over the past five years? If so, please describe fully.



A.2 Professional Staff

How many personnel does your firm have in the following segments?
	Total

Relationship Management/Administrative
Accounting/Auditing
Trade Processing/Support
Benefit Payments
Other (Describe Category or Categories)

	Comment on the turnover rates for service delivery staff and relationship management professionals. What processes and procedures are in place to ensure the continuous high quality service of accounts? How do you manage the introduction of new staff members to clients?


	Describe your personnel retention plan including depth, recruitment, replacement, training and incentive programs.


	List the names of the personnel who will be assigned to this account and the physical location of their offices. Provide a professional biography for each of the personnel listed. Include the names of other organizations for which they perform or have performed related duties. Please comment on the current number of relationships for which this individual is directly or indirectly responsible.
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	Summarize the details of each relationship or client service individual who is proposed to be a member of the day-to-day team supporting the CLO relationship:


Name & Title
Office Location
Educational Credentials
Years with your Firm
Years of Industry Experience
# of Other Relationships Serviced
































	How many accounts does your typical client service and relationship management representative manage? How do you determine the number of accounts assigned to each individual, team or group?


	Provide a summary of your proposed team’s experience with US Public Fund clients.


A.3 Accounts and Assets

Please summarize (as of 9/30/2022) your US institutional asset owner client base in the table included below:

Client Type & Size
# of Relationships
Aggregate Asset Size ($MM)
Corporate ALL


Corporate <$500MM


Corporate $500MM+ - $1BB


Corporate $1BB+ - $5BB


Corporate $5BB+ - $25BB


Corporate $25BB+


Public Fund ALL


Public Fund <$500MM


Public Fund $500MM+ - $1BB


Public Fund $1BB+ - $5BB


Public Fund $5BB+ - $25BB


Public Fund $25BB+


Taft-Hartley/Union ALL


Taft-Hartley/Union <$500MM


Taft-Hartley/Union $500MM+ - $1BB


Taft-Hartley/Union $1BB+ - $5BB


Taft-Hartley/Union $5BB+ - $25BB


Taft-Hartley/Union $25BB+


Endowments/Foundations ALL


Endowments/Foundations <$500MM


Endowments/Foundations $500MM+ - $1BB


Endowments/Foundations $1BB+ - $5BB


Endowments/Foundations $5BB+ - $25BB


Endowments/Foundations $25BB+


Other (e.g. Financial Institutions/Mutual Funds) ALL


Other <$500MM


Other $500MM+ - $1BB


Other $1BB+ - $5BB


Other $5BB+ - $25BB


Other $25BB+


TOTAL ALL




	Provide the number of accounts and aggregate values of their total assets in your custody in US $ millions as of 9/30/2022, and the preceding four calendar year-ends:


ACCOUNTS AND ASSETS

US Institutional Asset Owner Trust / Custody
Year
Accounts
Value
2018


2019


2020


2021


YTD 2022




	Do you currently provide similar services to any other public land trusts? Please identify the trusts and discuss the tenure of your relationship.


	Do you currently provide Master Trust Valuation services, (unitized accounting/ownership) to any other clients? Please identify the clients and discuss the tenure of your relationship.


	Provide the following information for the five largest Trust/Custody accounts in descending order by total asset values as of September 30, 2022.


LARGEST FIVE TRUST/CUSTODY ACCOUNTS BY TOTAL ASSET VALUE AS OF SEPTEMBER 30, 2022
Fund Name
Total Asset Value ($US Mill)
Relationship Start Year






A.4 Technology

Discuss your investment in technology and systems development for the past five years.

	Please describe your system hardware. How long has the current hardware been in place? Do you plan to upgrade the hardware in the near future? How much funding has been committed to hardware enhancements over the next three years?


	Please describe your system software. Indicate who designed the software (in- house versus purchased). How much funding has been committed to software enhancements over the next three years?


	Describe the staffing in place to handle software and hardware support within the Master Trust/Custody department.


	Discuss your planned investment in technology and systems development for the next five years? Specify the anticipated enhancements that will be made.


	Describe the security measures taken for your systems, users and access points. Include remote access, application access, and software access.


	Provide copies of your most recent SSAE 18/SOC 1 Report or Reports covering all Scope/Service areas contemplated by this RFP.


	Does your firm receive SSAE 18/SOC 2 reports and/or SOC for Cybersecurity Reports? If so, please provide.


	What back-up and recovery capabilities are in place in case of malfunctions or emergencies? Where is the back-up system located? How often is it tested? When was your last test of these plans?


	Briefly describe the major components of the business continuity and disaster recovery plans for the organization. Provide summaries of all pertinent plan documentation with specific examples of plan implementation and results of plan testing.


	Does your company carry cyber security insurance? If yes, provide an overview of the coverage(s) including policy limits.


	Are you able to provide monthly and year-to-date audited statements of assets, transactions, unitization percentages by trust and other accounting reports within 8 (eight) working days of month end? If not, how soon can you provide it? Can you provide CLO the ability to access that information on-line? 


	What provisions are made for the training of the CLO's personnel to use the on-line information system?  What hardware is required for a client to have access on-line?


	Discuss your ability to meet the specific technology needs identified by the CLO as follows:

	Audited/final monthly accounting reports by the eighth (8th) business day following month-end.  These reports must minimally:

	Separately include each fund manager and consolidated summarized transaction detail data reflected for the current month and year-to-date (fiscal year is July 1 to June 30th); transaction detail must be coded, categorized and summarized to include all transaction information necessary for the CLO to build monthly accounting reports including trial balance format reflecting changes to cash and book value of investments.
	Include electronic delivery, via secure transactional Web services within which the beginning and end of the data submission is indicated, of transaction detail data in a consistent, easy-to-parse XML format
	Include specialized reports such as purchased interest recovered report, trust fund unitized ownership % report, external audit information requests.

	Provide the CLO with access to transactional information online and ability to download transactional and summarized detail for analytical purposes.

Provide investment information in a format to be downloaded into the CLO’s general ledger.

	Can you provide customized reports at CLO’s request?   If so, describe your approach to providing such reports and any additional cost to the CLO.


SERVICES

B.1 Administration and Client Services

Please describe your administrative and client service structure and how it integrates with the overall organization.

	What process is in place to ensure continuous coverage of our relationship in the absence of primary members of the service team?


	How do administrators assure that custody services are provided to a client in

accordance with proper standards of care, regulatory requirements, and the executed agreement for services? What controls are currently in place to ensure that account activity is within the policy limits set by the client?

	How do you monitor legislative and/or regulatory changes affecting Master Trust/Master Custody administration? How are these changes communicated to clients?


	Describe your ability to monitor portfolios for compliance with investment limitations imposed by Oklahoma State law or by CLO Investment Policy.


	How do you measure the performance of your professional staff? Describe your firm’s approach to improve performance when your staff receives an unsatisfactory evaluation from your clients.


	Describe your process for interfacing with the investment managers serving your custody clients, including the following:

	Dedicated staff positions and responsibilities

Mode and means of trade instruction communication and validation
Mode, timing, and content of reports
Inquiry and problem resolution processes
Reconciliation and audit processes

	Describe your timeline for processing CLO transfer requests moving funds from investment managers to the custodian account and then wiring these funds to CLO’s operating bank account for distribution to beneficiaries.


B.2 Settlement and Custody

What are the names of the working units that process U.S. trades and settlements? Describe their reporting relationship and level of responsibility to client service unit.

	Briefly describe your securities settlement process. Describe your procedures and capabilities of settling and accounting for same day cash trades.


	Describe your depository membership and the services you use at these depositories.  Describe your system for the registration and custody of assets.


	How are instructions for investment transactions relayed to you? Are there any time restrictions? What procedures are in place to identify, follow-up and resolve failed trades? What percentage of buy/sell transactions failed for the most recent calendar year?


	What, if any, securities have been misplaced or lost during the last three years? If any, please describe the circumstance(s) and what was done to correct the problem.


	Discuss your operational procedures for settling purchases and sales. Include in your discussion the provision of actual settlement date processing and contractual settlement date processing.  Please specifically identify when contractual settlement is unavailable.


	How and when do you record and report (within your system to clients, to investment managers, etc.) corporate actions (stock splits, stock dividends, name changes, tender offers, called bonds, etc.). Have you missed any deadlines?


	How do you determine your and your agent’s responsibility for compensation for losses to client accounts due to errors in processing?


	What are your primary and supplemental pricing sources and method of receipt and input of prices for stocks, bonds, options, derivative products, and convertibles? How frequently are prices updated? Are all procedures consistent with your accounting systems?  (Include all asset classes)


	How are valuation and holding differences resolved between your accountants and the investment managers? Do you perform a formal reconciliation process – describe fully.


	How do you resolve pricing discrepancies with your clients?


	What is your policy on updating or changing prices? When are differences/corrections made? What notification is provided?


	Describe your ability to provide demand deposit and custodian accounts for commercial properties. Will CLO staff and CLO’s external commercial property management company have on-line access to transactions and statements?


B.3 Income and Capital Changes Processing

Provide information regarding your process and procedures for establishing entitlements/accruals for dividends and interest for all asset types.

	Describe the process by which you validate the information for accruals/entitlements from your primary sources. List the alternate sources and procedures used for enriching the accrual establishment database. Distinguish between automated, semi-automated, and manual steps.


	Provide information regarding your procedures for posting income and capital changes to client accounts. What are your sources of information? How is it received? What are your processing steps?


	Describe your process for class action lawsuits and settlements.


	Describe your process for foreign tax reclaims (as they particularly apply to ADR holdings).


B.4 Cash Management

What is your policy toward crediting of interest and dividends on payable dates? Are income payments credited in same day funds?

	When are funds withdrawn for purchase?  Credited for sales?  Is it completed by Fed funds or clearing-house funds?


	Do you sweep cash automatically?  If so, how often and to what balance?


	What short-term investment vehicle (NOTE THE PROHIBITION ON FOREIGN SECURITIES) do you propose for this relationship? Provide the following details:

	Fund Name and Ticker Symbol (if available)

Investment Advisor and Fund Manager Name(s) and experience
Investment philosophy and objectives
Types of allowable investments
Explicit Statement that Foreign Securities are not Approved Investments
Investment performance
	Trailing 1 Year at 9/30/2022
	Trailing 3 Years at 9/30/2022
	Trailing 5 Years at 9/30/2022

	Minimum Required Balance

Gross and Net Expense Ratio
Detailed statement of any/all revenue sharing derived by Vendor or an affiliate of Vendor
Sweep Time restrictions

	Can you provide income and cash projection reports?


B.5 Accounting and Reconciliation

How many professional accounting staff members are devoted exclusively to the daily, monthly, and annual accounting activities associated with each client?

	What are the qualifications of your client service accountants?


	List the titles, experience and education of each client service accountant that would service this account.


	How many accounts does your typical accounting client service manager service? How is that determined in your organization?


	Describe your quality control procedures for validating accounting accuracy for various reports provided to clients.


	Describe timing and process for correcting errors and generating revised reports.


	Discuss your ability to provide standard and/or customized Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) financial statement disclosure reporting (e.g., GASB 40, 53, 72, 20, etc.). Provide a sample.  If costs apply, please clearly identify them in your Fee Proposal.


B.6 Client Reporting

Provide a complete description and samples (as applicable) of your accounting system including, but not limited to:
	standard reporting package including manager and composite detail and summary reporting, including asset type breakouts

unitization reporting
reconciliation reports and processes

	Describe any unique features of your standard and custom reporting package.


	Explain the methodology and policies in place for the provision of trade-date reporting including accrual accounting.  What transactions are not accrued?


	How soon after accounting periods are fully audited reports available? Can you provide required reports by the 8th (eighth) business day following month end? Do you offer reports on media other than hard copy?  Please specify.


	Are you willing and able to prepare special reports from available data? Is there an extra charge for this service?


	Discuss the methods by which your firm would provide unitized accounting for the trust funds. What system(s) are utilized and how are unit ownership records maintained? Discuss all areas where manual processes might be involved.


	Discuss you firm’s ability to provide detailed and summary reporting by investment manager and by investment type (Equity, Fixed Income, etc.) and the flexibility by which clients such as the CLO can run such reporting.


	Do you have the capacity to report brokerage commissions by account and by transaction? Do you have the capacity to produce a transaction analysis report of each trade and is this provided as a normal service?


	Discuss your firm’s ability to provide investment information in a format that can be downloaded into the CLO’s general ledger system?


	Discuss the process by which your firm would support the accurate and timely monthly distribution of income earned by investment managers to CLO’s trust participants – the schools and universities.


B.7 Holdings-based Compliance (at Option to the CLO)

	Describe the nature of your compliance monitoring tool, its development and how it is provided to clients (standalone application, reporting output, online system, etc.).


	Discuss any core dependencies for your holdings-based compliance reporting offering (i.e. is a performance measurement relationship required to receive holdings-based compliance?). Discuss all limitations and parameters to your offering.


	Does your institution program compliance rules into the system or would this be the responsibility of the client? Is this service provided at an additional charge to the client? If rule management is the responsibility of the client, then what is the level of difficulty for writing logic rules for compliance testing? Is training provided to the client?


	Please provide a general list of portfolio parameters which may be tested on your compliance module. For example, can your system test parameters such as concentration limits, sector weights, credit ratings, currency, modified adjusted duration, net asset value (using amortized cost), dollar weighted average maturity, and weighted average life, etc.?


	How does your compliance module handle prohibited lists of securities, brokers, or regions?


	Is your compliance module integrated with your accounting system? Are there discrepancies in how the holdings data are accessed and reported through the compliance tool versus the accounting system? When are “final” holdings, transactions, and other types of reporting available in the compliance monitoring module?


	Can compliance reports be customized according to client need or preference? Is underlying data accessible in raw form?


	Provide a sample compliance report.


	How long are client reports retained on your compliance module?


	Can compliance reports be scheduled by the client for automatic execution and distribution? Do you offer reports both in summary and detail forms? Can the reports be viewed online and also printed?


	Which vendors (system development and component data) support your compliance tool? Are additional licenses and data fees required? Describe your approach to assisting clients with vended data access.


B.8 Securities Lending (at Option to the CLO) LL Lindsey Longwell  Added all compliance questions. Jonathan - please down-select as appropriate.  JK Jonathan Kowolik  Dropped a few potentially. 

	Provide an overview of your securities lending operation. Do you complete security lending internally or through the use of another organization? How long have you been engaged in securities lending?


	How many clients currently participate in your securities lending program? List the total number of security lending relationships among existing Master Trust/Custodian clients and the dollar value of security lending relationships among custody clients.


	What is the total dollar size of your securities lending program? What is the average daily percentage outstanding on loan?


	Have you or your clients ever sustained a loss as the result of your lending activities within the last ten years? If yes, provide an explanation of the loss, loss mitigation efforts, support provided by your organization (cash funding, reduced earnings, other) and the magnitude of the loss.


	Describe your policy for screening for potential borrowers. What challenges or

obstacles do the CLO’s Investment Policy guidelines related to no foreign borrowers present and how would you mitigate this?

	How many borrowers are currently on the approved list? Please list them clearly indicating if a borrower would be considered “foreign”.


	What constitutes eligible cash and non-cash collateral within your program and what is the percentage of collateral you require? Please provide the percentage of each type of collateral held on average in year 2021.


	What challenges or obstacles do the CLO’s Investment Policy guidelines related to loan-level collateralization and margining present and how would you mitigate this?


	Comment upon the current investment guidelines for cash collateral reinvestment contained within the Introduction. What challenges or obstacles do the guidelines present and how would you mitigate this?


	Do you impose fees for the investment and reinvestment of cash collateral? Are any other fees or charges deducted from the earnings remitted to the client before or after the earnings split? If so, specify the amount(s).


	Explain your security loan allocation system and the basis on which you make such allocations to all clients. How do you provide equal opportunity to all participating clients to lend their securities?


	How do you coordinate your securities lending activities with the CLO investment managers?


	What are the terms of indemnification available to your clients? Describe in detail your indemnification policy against losses to lending participants. Explicitly comment upon circumstances where cash may be provided in lieu of lent securities and the value date that would be used.


	Do you provide indemnification for any investments made with cash collateral received? Are there limits (such as investments in repurchase agreements)? If so, describe the availability of such offerings to the CLO and the terms of indemnification available to your clients including policies and timelines?


	Do you provide indemnification for any non-cash collateral received? Are there limits or specific categories to which such indemnification might apply? If so, describe the availability of such offerings to the CLO and the terms of indemnification available to your clients including policies and timelines?


	Describe your initial and ongoing credit analysis program. Provide a description of your credit review process and how often the names are reviewed. How are dealer, bank, or other lending limits determined and who makes those decisions?


	How does your credit process interrelate (if it does) with any cash collateral reinvestment resources (internal or third-party)?


	How are credits (both counterparty and investment) monitored and what actions are

taken after credit downgrades?

	How many brokers are authorized to borrow in your program? Provide a list of your current approved borrowers.


	Discuss your firm’s risk management tools and systems related to securities lending.


	Describe your compliance process related to your securities lending program. What tools or reporting is provided to clients to monitor program compliance with investment guidelines and lending parameters?


B.9 Transition and Conversion

Incumbent Only Question: What associated new and updated services, alternative models, etc. might the CLO expect to receive from a continuation of its relationship with your organization? Describe how (and under what timeframe) these services would be provided to the CLO.

	Incumbent Only Question: Describe the approach your firm would take to de-conversion should the RFP process result in another firm being selected? Include explicit detail about the support (and any fees for such support) that would be provided for the successor custodian including, but not limited to:

	provision of complete records of current and transferred assets, 
	continued filing of settled securities class action litigation proofs of claim for assets held by your firm during the class period, 

support during transition and reconciliation activities, and 
	post-conversion research activities. 

	What planning and training would you need to conduct:

	With the CLO staff?

With our outside investment managers?
With our current custodian?
With depositories?
With our current and potential new securities lending provider(s)?

	Provide a detailed description of your last comparable conversion judging similarity by relative plan size and complexity. Include details of specific problems that occurred and the solutions implemented, timeline, etc. Provide the Vendor names and contact information.


	What is the minimum and suggested timeframe for conversion of an account such as the CLO?


	Please describe your approach to the implementation and conversion process in detail.


	Provide a detailed transition plan including an estimated conversion calendar. This plan should include actions required on the part of the CLO and the Master Trustee/Custodian and the time frame to complete each task.


	Please discuss any nuances associated with simultaneous or staggered implementations of both investment custody/securities lending and commercial real estate custody/demand deposit account structures. 


	What dedicated resources (personnel, equipment, consultants, etc.), procedures, and controls will you provide during the conversion period to ensure that the conversion is completed successfully in both a timely and accurate manner?


	Do you have a dedicated conversion team in place? If so, please provide names, titles and length of time on the conversion team.


	What is required of the CLO in the conversion process?


	What is the relationship between the conversion team and the permanent account administration staff during the conversion process?


	How do you ensure sufficient control during the transition period to assure that the process is successfully completed in both an accurate and timely manner?


	Describe any training provided to CLO staff regarding use of Vendor’s electronic systems, including available reports and customization and analytical capabilities.


	What costs are associated with the conversion? Do you cover the costs of conversion?

FEE PROPOSAL – OPTION 1: INVESTMENT CUSTODY WITH CONTINUED SECURITIES LENDING (WITH OPTION FOR COMPLIANCE SERVICES)

Please state your proposed total fee for this Custody relationship assuming the continuation of the securities lending program. The CLO is interested in evaluating proposals that are either on a hard annual dollar fee basis or expressed as an all-inclusive basis points on total market value of assets. Fees shall be invoiced by the Custodian and paid by the Principal quarterly. Unless specified, please do not include holdings-based, account-based, or transactional quotes.

Provide a quote in one of the following two forms:

Form 1
Annual Fee ($)
All Custody Services


Form 2
Annual Basis Points (bp) on Total Net Asset Value
All Custody Services


Describe other material incremental charges or financial condition of engagement (if any):
	Fee Guarantee Term (and/or associated cap on annual renewal increases)
	Overdraft Fee Rate

Charges to support Class Action Filings
Wire or Check Disbursement Fees
Other Fees or Assumptions (clearly describe)

Securities Lending:
The CLO currently participates in a securities lending program.
Based on the following attached portfolio holdings as of 9/30/2022, provide your proposed securities lending earnings split quote in the following format:

Net Income to CLO (%)
Net Income to Custodian/Lending Agent (%)



Provide your proposed cash collateral investment annual management fee (if any) in the following format:

Basis Points (bp), if any, expressed in annual terms even if netted out of yield
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Finalist institutions may be asked to provide a detailed earnings estimate based upon an updated holdings list.

Optional Holdings-Based Compliance Services:

Annual Fee ($) per Separate Account
All Holdings-Based Compliance fees and services assuming Monthly reporting
(clearly specify any base or minimum fees)


FEE PROPOSAL – OPTION 2: INVESTMENT CUSTODY WITH CESSATION OF SECURITIES LENDING (WITH OPTION FOR COMPLIANCE SERVICES)

Please state your proposed total fee for this Custody relationship assuming the cessation of the securities lending program. The CLO is interested in evaluating proposals that are either on a hard annual dollar fee basis or expressed as an all-inclusive basis points on total market value of assets. Fees shall be invoiced by the Custodian and paid by the Principal quarterly. Unless specified, please do not include holdings-based, account- based, or transactional quotes.

Provide a quote in one of the following two forms:

Form 1
Annual Fee ($)
All Custody Services


Form 2
Annual Basis Points (bp) on Total Net Asset Value
All Custody Services


Describe other material incremental charges or financial condition of engagement (if any):
	Fee Guarantee Term (and/or associated cap on annual renewal increases)
	Overdraft Fee Rate
	Charges to support Class Action Filings

Wire or Check Disbursement Fees
Other Fees or Assumptions (clearly describe)

Optional Holdings-Based Compliance Services:

Annual Fee ($) per Separate Account
All Holdings-Based Compliance fees and services assuming Monthly reporting
(clearly specify any base or minimum fees)

FEE PROPOSAL – OPTION 3: COMMERCIAL PROPERTY CUSTODY AND DEMAND DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS

Please state your proposed total fee for a Custody and Banking relationship assuming services only to the commercial property demand deposits and custodian bank account under a modified configuration. Fees shall be invoiced by the Custodian and paid by the Principal quarterly. Please do not include holdings-based, account- based, or transactional quotes.

FULLY BUNDLED: Commercial Property Custody and Demand Deposit Account Services (assuming all custody services and securities lending services included):

Annual Fee ($)
All demand deposit and commercial property custodian account fees and services (assuming all custody services and securities lending services included)



PARTIALLY BUNDLED: Commercial Property Custody and Demand Deposit Account Services (assuming all custody services but NO securities lending services included):

Annual Fee ($)
All demand deposit and commercial property custodian account fees and services (assuming all custody services and NO securities lending services included)



FULLY UNBUNDLED: Commercial Property Custody and Demand Deposit Account Services (assuming NO custody services and NO securities lending services included):

Annual Fee ($)
All demand deposit and commercial property custodian account fees and services (assuming NO custody services and NO securities lending services included)


EXHIBIT 1 - PROPOSAL COVER SHEET

RFP Date
Agency Requisition Number
Proposal Deadline

November 18, 2022 (Contractual Master Custodian and Securities Lending Services)

RFP 23R000239

Must be Received by 4:30 p.m. CST
December 21, 2022
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Name of Firm:
 	
City/State/Zip Code:
 	
Telephone Number:
 	
Facsimile Number:
 	
Email Address:
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Vendor Signature:    	
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Name & Title 


Date: ________________________________	 OMES FORM CP 021 Rev. 03/2020	38
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EXHIBIT 2 - Certification for Competitive
Bid and/or Contract
(Non-Collusion Certification)
NOTE:  A certification shall be included with any competitive bid and/or contract exceeding $25,000.00 submitted to the State for goods or services. 
Agency Name:

 Agency #:





Supplier Legal Name:

Solicitation or Purchase Order #: 


SECTION I [74 O.S. § 85.22]: 
	For purposes of competitive bid,
	I am the duly authorized agent of the above named bidder, for the purpose of certifying the facts pertaining to the existence of collusion among and between bidders and suppliers and state officials or employees, as well as facts pertaining to the giving or offering of things of value to government personnel in return for special consideration in connection with the prospective acquisition;

I am fully aware of the facts and circumstances surrounding the acquisition or making of the bid to which this statement relates and have been personally and directly involved in the events leading to the acquisition or submission of such bid; and
Neither the business entity that I represent in this certification nor anyone subject to the business entity’s direction or control has been a party:
	to any collusion among bidders or suppliers in restraint of freedom of competition by agreement to bid or contract at a fixed price or to refrain from bidding or contracting,
to any collusion with any state official or employee as to quantity, quality or price in the prospective contract, or as to any other terms of such prospective contract, nor
to any discussions between bidders or suppliers and any state official concerning exchange of money or other thing of value for special consideration in connection with the prospective contract.
	I certify, if awarded the contract, whether competitively bid or not, neither the business entity I represent nor anyone subject to the business entity’s direction or control has paid, given or donated or agreed to pay, give or donate to any officer or employee of this state any money or other thing of value, either directly or indirectly, in procuring the contract to which this statement relates.
SECTION II [74 O.S. § 85.42]: 
For the purpose of a contract for services, the supplier also certifies that no person who has been involved in any manner in the development of this contract while employed by the State of Oklahoma shall be employed by the supplier to fulfill any of the services provided for under said contract. 

SECTION III [74 O.S. § 582]:
For the purpose of a contract for goods or services, the supplier also certifies is not currently engaged in a boycott of goods or services from Israel that constitutes an integral part of business conducted or sought to be conducted with the state.
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The undersigned, duly authorized agent for the above named bidder or supplier, by signing below acknowledges this certification statement is executed for the purposes of:
 the competitive bid attached herewith and contract, if awarded to said supplier; 
OR 
the contract attached herewith, which was not competitively bid and awarded by the agency pursuant to  applicable Oklahoma statutes. 



     
Supplier Authorized Signature

Certified This Date
     

     
Printed Name

Title
     

     
Phone Number

Email
     

Fax Number




